I had this in an envelope, addressed it to Mr. Wetherbee for some reason. The elderly postmistress had taken a disliking to the center of the Institute and it was the last place anyone expected it to be. We found it on the floor at one time. The rest of us were so busy preparing the meal and we took it for granted. We had something better every meal, and there was not enough left for the three others trying to get their turn to eat. Life is a dream.

This one was offered by Bill Brown, who is working at the Texas Company. "One of the men was working in the refinery during working hours and the supervisor addressed them thus: "Hey, look at that sign." Well, said the man looking at it, 'That's pretty—silly.'"

This was another interesting one. It appeared in the Fort Worth Star-Telegram.

It was a difficult task, the letter contained a number of different fonts and styles, and some parts were partially obscured or difficult to read. The text has been transcribed as accurately as possible, but there may be some errors or omissions.

There are to be bands of fine carpeting in the new building. These bands separate the various sections of the building and lead to the various sections from which they are supplied. Many of these carpets have been ordered from the United States Government, but there will be no need to order more. The total cost of the new building will be close to $10,000.

Wednesday, May 13.

Tomorrow there is a friend going out hunting and fishing. I shall not be going, but I shall join him for a little while at the beginning and end of the trip. He is to return with a good shot and a very fresh catch.

The trip will be made without a guide, for no reason I can think of. I shall not be hunting, for I cannot say what it will be like. I shall be busy here, and will not be hunting for the moment. No, the reason is only the weather. I have not seen a drunken man since I arrived in Moscow, nor have I seen any alcohol. The people here are much more sober than in America, and the monotonous life of the war has tempered the habits of the people.

We will have a better time during the summer than we have had during the winter. This is the final time we shall be together, and we shall make the most of it. We shall enjoy the sunshine and the fresh air, and we shall think of the good times we have had together.

It is a part of the work, and it is the final time we shall be together. We shall enjoy the sunshine and the fresh air, and we shall think of the good times we have had together.

This trip has been very exciting, but there is no need for excitement. The simple life is much more enjoyable.
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